INSTALLATION DIAGRAM FOR HIFLO ESP SERIES SAND CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR USE WITH NON-SHROUDED ELECTRIC SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

INSTALLATION DIAGRAM #HFE 9610

ESP PUMP WITH NON-THREADED MOTOR END CAP

ON/OFF TOOL NIPPLE/STINGER

PACKER

HANDLING JOINT

STREN HIFLO™ ESP SERIES SAND CONTROL UNITS (STANDARD 20 FT UNITS THREAD END TO END PER REQUIRED CAPACITY)

PERFS

PUMPGARD™ HIFLO ESP SERIES 450 & 550 SAND CONTROL FOR PROTECTING AND EXTENDING ESP PUMP LIFE
INSTALLATION DIAGRAM FOR HIFLO ESP SERIES SAND CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR USE WITH NON-SHROUDED ELECTRIC SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

INSTALLATION DIAGRAM #HFE 9611

- PUMP WITH THREADED MOTOR END CAP
- PERFORATED PUP JOINT
- STREN ESP FLOW CONTROL MANDREL/CUP KIT
- HANDLING JOINT
- STREN HIFLO™ ESP SERIES SAND CONTROL UNITS (STANDARD 20 FT UNITS THREAD END TO END PER REQUIRED CAPACITY)

PUMPGARD™ HIFLO ESP SERIES 450 & 550 SAND CONTROL FOR PROTECTING AND EXTENDING ESP PUMP LIFE